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Minecraft bedrock military base map download

Produced by Reservation Scorported It is a fully decorated military base which includes prison, guard tower, armor, training course, and more! There's a secret to this map too! So get you platoon and start training! Creator: Reservation Sinc Rating: Version: 1.0 MC version: 1.10.2 Size: 4.95 MB Add: 2016-11-11 Download: 23,338
Category: Creation Maps Join Planet Minecraft! We are a community of creators sharing everything Minecraft! Even if you don't post your own creatures, we appreciate our impressions. Join us! Military base is a world created for the official Minecraft market that allows players to experience life on a military base and gives them the ability
to fly different military vehicles and aircraft. The reality is sure to be created to compete and to plot a military base, which has an unemergency and perfect environment for gambling. Military Base Screen Shots 01/05 by DSL3125 Published on May 21, 2020 On a tropical island in the middle of the vast ocean, once again the top secret
military installation was there. However, it was abandoned and looted by the local, falling into destruction. Download this map, and find the secrets inside. A village property, built on the base ruins! See the sea! Search the interior of different buildings. I used ES2G support to take top screen shots. It is recommended, but it is not necessary
to visit the world. This world was created with world-painter, and was converted into the base edition using the chest of the instrument of the code, where it was represented, such as by refilling the chest and making it a paid experience. have fun! The collection contains: It's worth seeing the military bases that I found on planet Minecraft. If
you know a military base That I haven't listed and a decent map, please tell me and I'll add it.
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